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VISION
MISSION
AND
VALUES

Our Vision
We will be acclaimed for our expertise and collaboration in supporting esteemed
research and scholarship, and for transforming the way people discover and
engage with information.

Our Mission
We are recognised for services and collections that promote and support worldclass research and scholarship. Innovative and flexibly delivered Library support
services are the hallmarks of an enriched student experience. Our people are agile,
future-focused and work together as one outstanding enterprise in the pursuit of
excellence.

Values
EXCELLENCE
Actively listen and respond to the needs and expectations of our clients and
stakeholders
Design and deliver outstanding services noted for their high quality and relevance
Take pride in continuously enhancing our performance
INTEGRITY
Gain the trust and respect of others through ethical, principled and considered
actions; be truthful and honest

New-look service pods, coupled with highly trained staff armed with portable
technologies clearly signalled that the Library was offering a fresh, tailored
and dynamic approach to service delivery. The official opening of the extension,
Library South Wing, offered students much needed quiet study spaces, while
extended opening for exams saw over 6,800 visits to the Main Library over a span
of 76 additional hours.
Virtual, online services were enhanced through their integration in the new
learning management platform. The flagship StartSmart: Essential Academic

Information Skills tutorial and StaySmart: Law were repackaged alongside the
integration of other key services into Moodle, in line with the University’s goal of
blended and technology-enabled learning.
Improved benchmark rankings for institutional repositories was the outcome
of the targeted growth in volume of full-text content in Research Online and
strategies to assure integrity of researcher ID management across local and
commercial research databases.
The breadth and depth of digital collections can be considered a hallmark
of contemporary research libraries. Digitisation initiatives saw significant

Advocate on behalf of clients for the best possible access to information

collections and local resources, such as the regional newspaper archive of

Face issues and opportunities with honesty, energy and a determination to succeed
Encourage and support risk-taking within the parameters of the vision, mission and
goals of the Library and those of the University
Be prepared to acknowledge and learn from mistakes
COLLABORATION
Optimise available skills, knowledge and resources for mutual benefit and success
Seek out and embrace opportunities to engage with others to enhance efficiency,
effectiveness and outcomes
TRANSFORMATION
Exercise initiative to assess and adjust practices for relevance and value
Actively seek out and implement creative and innovative solutions aligned to
agreed priorities and new and emerging standards of excellence
Respect past achievements and learnings in the context of being a learning
organisation
Be accepting and embracing of change
2013 UOW LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT

More was the watchword for 2013. More space, more service, more content.

Be transparent and responsible for plans, decisions and communications

COURAGE
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DIRECTOR’S
REVIEW

the Illawarra Mercury, discoverable to a global audience. Our commitment to
transforming the way that people discover and engage with information was
exemplified with the introduction of the Digital Collections Portal, the gateway
to digital content, unique to UOW.
Innovative ideas and the talent of Library staff were recognised on a number
of fronts, notably through awards such as the Vice-Chancellor’s Award
for Outstanding Service for Professional Services Staff, presented to the
Academic Outreach Team. Brian Cox was recognised at the ATEM 2013 Best
Practice Awards for the development of the Library Cube, an award shared by
representatives from the UOW Performance Indicator Unit.
A fitting way to close a successful year was the revitalisation of the Library
Values. The staff identified and resoundingly agreed upon the values of:

excellence, integrity, courage, collaboration, transformation, as necessary and
inspiring in thinking about, and importantly creating the roadmap to guide the
way we work together and recognise performance. These Values underscore the
culture of the Library and Vision that we aspire to.

Margie Jantti
Director, Library Services
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 2013

Students, Teaching & Learning

January

Getting the
service you
need –
as easy as 1, 2, 3

MarCH

Demand driven ebook
aquisition
Library Cube in Top
10 EDUCAUSE Review
articles
Library network
extension

South Wing extension

FebRUARY

Virtual building tour
LIVE

New look Information
Services

JunE
HERDC up 15%

AprIL
Digital Collections
portal launch

May

To meet demand for both self-service and
personalised support, the delivery of frontline
services was transformed. This made it easier for
students to receive the right level of service, with
less time spent waiting in line for simple requests
and subject experts available on call. To fit their
busy schedules, postgraduate students and staff
had the added benefit of an online booking facility
to set up an appointment with a subject specialist.

General
•

Central service point

•

Library record

•

Simple catalogue searching

•

Directional queries

•

Technology support

Self-service

Advanced searching

•

Self-loans

•

On-call support

•

Pick up course materials, holds and
items from UOW Regional campuses
and library partners

•

Discovery layers and other information
platforms

•

Ask a Librarian knowledge base &
feedback system

Referral/consultation

•

Subject Guides

•

Bookings

•

Digital directory

•

Lost on Campus app

•

Discipline-specific support and advice

•

Complex searching of research
databases

Genome catalogued

Library network
extended to Southern
Highlands

AugUST

VC Award
RO top 1% for visibility
Wollongong in Posters

SepTEMBER
ATEM awards

The Learning and Teaching Cycle aligns
Library support for academics with the
practice of learning and teaching at
UOW. It also provided a framework to
discuss the emerging issues of curriculum
transformation, digital literacies and the
scholarship of teaching and learning.
Library services delivered across the
Learning and Teaching Cycle in 2013
included:

TEACH

DESIGN

OctOBER
International Open
Access Week
UOW Community
Engagement Grant

> Course materials

> Information skills development

> Information skills support

> Content for eLearning

Nov
AIUG presentation

> Subject proposals

> Reading lists
> Curriculum
transformation
processes

DecEMBER
RadioDoc Review in RO

> Copyright
compliance

UOW Library can support
your teaching practice across
the Learning & Teaching Cycle
Interested?
Contact your Outreach Librarian
or Google ‘UOW Outreach’

Provide information skills to support desired learning
outcomes
teach:
Face-to-face classes in guest lecture spots and dedicated
instruction for specialised activities
One-on-one consultations for Higher Degree Research
(HDR) students and the HDR Seminar Series

Support to provide evidence for accreditation with
external professional organisations

> Tutor support
> Learning spaces
> Accreditation support

evaluate:

EVALUATE

Journal Impact Reports to inform scholarship activity

> Dedicated academic space
> Literature scans for ULT and graduate certificates

> Support and resources for the Scholarship of Teaching & Learning

Embedding Library resources which are checked for
copyright compliance in the learning platform

Library skills training for tutors

03/14

JulY
UOW Ceremonial
Gowns online
exhibition

Design:

Learning & Teaching Cycle

High level literature scans for University Learning and
Teaching (ULT) participants and coordinators

Digital directory
installed
4
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Having a say in collection
development
Staff and students now play a more active
role in developing collections through a
new ebook acquisition model offered by
YBP Library Services, one of the Library’s
major suppliers. As part of the demand
driven acquisition model, 4, 648 titles
were added to the Library’s discovery
systems from the EBL, Ebrary and EBSCO
platforms. Individual titles were only
purchased for the collection once they had
been opened three times but full access
to all of the titles was available via the
catalogue. Staff and students effectively
selected 228 ebooks over the year.
Enriching historical research
for students

A quiet space to read, think,
study and learn

Averaging over one million visits a year, the Library is a key destination for students and staff alike.
However, occupancy data and ongoing feedback for more space and infrastructure for technology
demonstrated that demand for study seats frequently outstripped supply. Library South Wing, an
extension completed in time for Autumn session, was quickly embraced by students as a new quiet
space to read, study, learn and think. At the official opening on 7 March, DVC Education, Professor Eeva
Leinonen described it as a fantastic space for students to think and reflect: “Student feedback has
indicated clearly the need for this and I am glad we have been able to deliver”.
Library South Wing, delivered in partnership with Facilities Management and Information Technology
Services (ITS), offers students: 1,100m2 of floor space, 277 quiet study spaces and powered desks,
two dedicated postgraduate rooms, two bookable consultation rooms, two printers, Book a Librarian
service and Roving support.

Digitising archival collections to support
access to historical material for UOW
students is a key priority. For the first time,
students researching the Mount Kembla
mine disaster could draw on digitised audio
recordings from the Piggin collection.
Another first, the Archivist introduced
students working with historical primary
sources to the Digital Collections Portal.
Learning platform transition:
StaySmart Law
The Library has had longstanding
involvement helping Law students to
master the array of specialised material
in their field, and develop the independent
research skills they need as professionals.
As an early adopter of Moodle at UOW, the
Library was well placed to redevelop the
existing Legal Research tutorial in Moodle,
in conjunction with teaching staff. Students
completing StaySmart Law interacted with
refreshed, visually engaging material on
their way to developing skills in using and
navigating legal materials.

In the first hectic weeks
of session, friendly faces
provided a concierge service
for those new to the Library.
Returning clients still enjoyed
the service excellence they
were used to, as Roving staff
were on hand to help them
navigate the new spaces,
services and technologies.
6
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RESEARCH & IMPACT
Research Online (RO) in
top 1% for visibility

Repository achieves
48% full text

Efforts to increase the full text population of publications
in RO have been recognised through the improved
ranked performance within The Ranking Web of World
Repositories. In August, the Library’s ranking rose to
146th (from 171st) in the world for visibility, placing it at
the top 1% of repositories worldwide (1.03%).

Full text coverage in RO continued its climb towards
the target of 60%. By the end of the year, 48% of
publications in RO could be downloaded in full text, up
from 15% in January.

Source: http://repositories.webometrics.info/en/Oceania/Australia

The Library and Research Services Office worked
closely with UOW academics to source full text
publications from 2005 onwards for inclusion in the
repository. Amid a range of strategies to secure the
publications, permission was requested from individual
publishers and a significant number of conference
papers were archived. Due to the ephemeral nature of
some conference material, some of these papers may
otherwise have been lost.

Open Access grant publications

Unique identifiers

Integration of ARC and NHMRC grants
data into over 1000 UOW records in RO
commenced. Covering grants since 2006,
this project stemmed from the release of
Open Access policies by NHMRC in July
2012 and ARC in January 2013. All ARC and
NHMRC grant supported publications must
be made available within an institutional
repository within 12 months of publication.
Work by the Library and Research Services
Office has streamlined reporting of UOW
compliance with these requirements.

The Library joined CrossRef, a key
service provider for the minting
and management of DOIs (Digital
Object Identifiers). The Library now
allocates DOIs to all UOW content
in RO, including datasets, journal
articles, conference papers and
books. Adding DOIs to UOW content
enhances discoverability, citations,
and indexing by Scopus and Web of
Science.

IPRI (Intelligent Polymer
Research Institute) Theses

BUILDING author
AUTHENTICITY names

UOW’s premier research institute,
IPRI, secured a designated series
of IPRI Higher Degree Research
theses in RO. The series showcases
the Higher Degree Research
work undertaken by the Institute,
promoting wide resource sharing
within IPRI and beyond.

A project began to address multiple
author entries in RO, triggered by
variations in author names across
different publications. Ensuring a
single entry for each UOW author
in the institutional repository
boosts their research profile and
makes their publications more
discoverable.

Cataloguing a genome
UOW Professor Sharon Robinson and a
multidisciplinary team of researchers from
37 universities across the world completed
work on identifying the genome of the
long-living Sacred Lotus. The Sacred Lotus
has a shared ancient history with humanity,
having been cultivated for 7,000 years.
The fascinating plant produces seeds that
can remain viable for 1,300 years, flowers
able to maintain a steady temperature
of 32°C for days on end, and self-cleaning
leaves.
With the assistance of Professor Robinson,
the Library catalogued its first genome. The
genome data and accompanying research
paper reside in RO.

8
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Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC) up 15%

RO Author Badge

In 2012, the Library assumed centralised publication sourcing of publications for UOW’s HERDC submission. The 2012 submission
comprised 2,135 publications, 282 more than in 2011, reflecting the increased productivity of UOW researchers and shift in focus towards journal
content. The most notable increases for 2012, in terms of unweighted points, were in journal articles and book chapters. Capturing publications from
Google Scholar also uncovered research outputs not indexed in Scopus or Web of Science, including articles from arts and health areas, conference
papers, books and some non-traditional research outputs.

UOW researchers began generating their own embeddable
author ‘badge’, a button which links to a list of their publications
in RO.

Category

2011 HERDC

2012 HERDC

Publications

Unweighted points

13

11.08

22

16.67

122

97.15

189

133.60

1,384

860.27

1,639

998.57

A1 (books)
B (book chapters)
C1 (journal articles)
E1 (conference papers)
Totals

The badge, which was developed in response to a query from
a leading UOW researcher, can be embedded in web pages and
other UOW academic profiles.

Publications Unweighted points

334

244.90

285

223.07

1,853

1,213.40

2,135

1,371.90

HERDC performance 2011-2012. Source: Performance Indicator Portal

RadioDoc Review
A new UOW peer-reviewed journal,
RadioDoc Review, was unveiled in
December by founder and
UOW academic Dr Siobhan McHugh.
Focusing on critique of the radio
documentary form and boasting an
international editorial board, the unique
journal presentation style features social
media integration to facilitate discussion
and collaboration across informal, as well
as scholarly, global channels.

Altmetrics
A more fulsome picture of the broader impact of UOW research
publications in RO was made possible with the addition of
the Altmetrics tool. Altmetrics report on the online attention
received by individual articles, better informing both authors
and readers of UOW research.

Research Impact Analysis Service
As UOW strives to enter the top 1% of global universities in research performance, it is more important than ever for researchers to make informed
publishing decisions, and to better understand the impact of their research outputs. Demand for the Research Impact Analysis Service (RIAS) rose 14%
in 2013, supplies researchers with citation data to support academic promotion and grant applications, and informs benchmarking and recruitment
activities for Schools, Faculties and several Research Strengths. RIAS provided citation activity reports and metrics advice supporting outcomes such
as:
•

a successful Australian Laureate Fellowship application

•

Three academic promotion applications (out of a possible four) in the Faculty of Business

•

professorial recruitment in the newly created portfolios of Early Childhood Education and Developmental Psychology

With the establishment of the new role of Research Services Impact Coordinator, the Library demonstrated its commitment to a sustainable framework
for delivering research impact support services to the UOW community.
10
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CONNECTING COMMUNITIES
Digitisation
enabling
access to
unique
content

WIN TV collection

Launch of UOW publications

The WIN TV collection held by the University
Archives comprises film reels and accompanying
scripts for: Sunday Review, Roving Eye, Sportsworld
and WIN News.

Two UOW publications were launched in the
Library by Professor Helen Tiffin: Melissa
Boyde’s Animal Studies Journal, and Leigh
Dale’s new edition of The English Men.

Digitisation of the WIN TV news scripts was
completed in March. Digitised scripts have been
particularly valuable in locating approximate event
dates for local history enquiries. In June, Archives
supplied Thirroul Butchers Rugby League Club with
digitised footage of an interview with 1973 Grand
Final captain John McCarthy in preparation for its
100th anniversary celebrations.

Last national copy project
The last national copies of publications
held in UOW Library have been identified.
Tagging of these records has safeguarded
these titles from removal and ensured
entries in the Australian national database
are accurate.

Historic
UOW MEDIA
The digitisation of unique
archival content continued
with the addition of thirteen
UOW television commercials
broadcast locally during the
1980s and 1990s.
The commercials, featuring
information on key academic
session events such as Open
Day and Enrolment, were
included in the University
Recordings collection in UOW
Archives Online.

Australian Left Review

Illawarra Remembers 1914-1918

Dictionary of Wollongong

The former editors of the Australian Left
Review granted permission to digitise 148
issues of the journal for release in RO.
The Australian Left Review, which was
published monthly by the Communist
Party of Australia, ran from 1966 to 1993.
It covered areas of left-wing politics,
industrial relations, human rights and
environmental issues, including stories
related to the local Illawarra area. By
October RO, hosted 40% of the collection.

UOW Archivist, Susan Jones, attended the
launch of Wollongong City Library’s project
Illawarra Remembers 1914-1918. Commencing
with a blog about people who served in The
Great War from the Illawarra, the project
commemorates the centenary of WW1 and
seeks community and partner organisations’
involvement in the sharing of personal
photographs and memorabilia. By linking
this information with digitised collections, the
project is helping to identify unknown soldiers
from the Illawarra Images database.

The Dictionary of Wollongong project
was awarded one of six UOW Community
Engagement Grants. The Illawarra History
Workshop Group, which submitted the proposal,
is chaired by UOW academic Dr Glenn Mitchell
and includes two Library staff members.
The funding will support employment of a
researcher in the first stage of the project,
who will compile biographical information on
aldermen of Wollongong Council.

12
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Exhibitions
UOW
Ceremonial
Gowns
The UOW Ceremonial
Gowns History online
exhibition coincided
with the July graduation
ceremonies. The online
exhibition showcased
photos and information
from the physical
exhibition held in
December 2012 in the
Panizzi Room and was
complemented by
an online booklet. It
included histories of
the various gowns over
the years, a selection
of related photos, and
a timeline of the major
ceremonial events at
which they featured.

13

Wollongong
in Posters:
Art on a
Telegraph Pole
The Wollongong in Posters exhibition
was launched in August, showcasing
examples of vibrant poster art created
by Wollongong print workshops during
the 1980s and 1990s, particularly
Redback Graphix and Culla Graffix.
The exhibition was opened by Director
Library Services, Margie Jantti, acting
Vice-Principal (Administration) David
Rome, and Faculty of Creative Arts
academic, artist, and contributor,
Gregor Cullen. As the iconic Connor
Conference poster by Redback Graphix
featured in the exhibition, family
members of former Labor MP Rex
Connor also attended.

Wollongong in Posters also featured
an online exhibition in the Digital
Collections portal. The online
exhibition captured stories and events
surrounding the exhibition, including
a poster gallery, 360° panorama photo
of the exhibition, and a video recording
and photo gallery of the launch event.
In association with this exhibition, and
a retrospective held shortly thereafter
by Michael Callaghan from UOW’s
School of Creative Art’s, a lunchtime
screening of the 1982 award-winning
local film Greetings from Wollongong
was held in the Library’s Panizzi Room.
Guests enjoyed commentary on the
film and a Q&A session after the event
from director, Mary Callaghan, Faculty
of Arts academic, Glenn Mitchell, and
Library staff member, Michael Organ.

14
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Images from top left:

Greetings from Wollongong,
Michael Callaghan and Nick
Southall, Redback Graphix, 1982.
Connor Conference, Michael
Callaghan and Gregor Cullen,
Redback Graphix, 1982.
UOW Faculty of Creative Arts
Academic Gregor Cullen at the
exhibition opening.

Right to work March! W’gong to
Sydney, Gregor Cullen, Redback
Graphix, 1982.
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Enhanced, Seamless Access
to Information & Collections

Digital Collections
To celebrate the diversity, distinctiveness and character of UOW’s unique local content and collections,
the Digital Collections Portal was revealed: a pathway to guide people from around the world to the full
spectrum of UOW’s research and archival collections. Wollongong web design company, Internetrix, worked
closely with Library staff to deliver the portal, which encompasses three main collections:
Research Online

18,400+ UOW publications from 2005 onwards, including UOW journals and conferences, working
papers, artworks and online books

UOW Archives
Online

A distinctive space for featuring material held within the University Archives, including images,
film and interviews from research collections associated with the University and Illawarra region

Online Exhibitions

A new online space for sharing and preserving the stories and images of archival exhibitions held
within the Library

Significant acquisitions
Lynda.com
Video Training

Proprietary software and professional
development videos, drawing on expert
industry knowledge. Themes range
from business to design and workplace
productivity. Topics include project
management, use of social media and app
development.

Counselling &
Therapy in Video
Alexander Street
Press

400+ hours of counselling sessions and
demonstrations, lectures and interviews
to support the teaching and study of
counselling, social work, psychology and
psychiatry.

Oxford Bibliographies
Online Literature
guides in Education,
Psychology,
Communications and
Ecology

Online bibliographies that combine the
benefits and features of an annotated
bibliography and an encyclopedia, aiding the
completion of literature reviews.

Just-in-time article delivery
Following a successful trial in March, UOW became the first Australian
library to join RapidILL. RapidILL is a consortium of over 200 US and
Asian libraries sharing articles that are not part of an individual library’s
subscription. As an unmediated service, RapidILL meets the need for
seamless, cost-effective delivery of articles where and when they are
needed most.
International demand for locally-subscribed content also grew. In
August, local print and electronic subscriptions were added to the
RapidILL union catalogue and international libraries began requesting
material. Document delivery requests also rose 44% in the first quarter
of 2013, reflecting the increased visibility and accessibility of the
Library’s collection since becoming members of the OCLC WorldCat
Resource Sharing service.

Open Access journals and conferences
UOW publications of historic and research interest continued to be
added to RO:
Conferences

The 2013 Coal Operators Conference
Papers from the 1999 Labour and Community
Conference

Journals

New Editions of Law Text Culture, TIDE and
Animal Studies Journal
The Historical Journal of the UOW History
Society, 3 issues of which were published
between 1975 and 1979. The first issue
available, The Connor Legacy, documents the
Rex Connor memorial lecture delivered by
Gough Whitlam at the University’s Union Hall
in 1979.

Library network matched for
regional library partners
Regional library partners are now guaranteed the same
interfaces, discovery layers and borrowing profiles for
searching and using Library content. With full integration
of Millennium, the UOW Library Management System, staff
and students at all partner sites no longer have to register
separately to use local systems. In addition to streamlined
processes for staff, loans increased at partner libraries
following installation of Millennium.

Half yearly loan capture since Millennium installation
(Southern Highlands not operational until July 2013)

16
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Left image: Visiting male dancer (Rigo), University of Wollongong Archives, Cochrane Papua New Guinea collection.
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Donations
New local publications

Australiana and local history books

University Archives received donations from authors of significant publications:

A small but significant collection of books on
Australiana and local history was donated by
Mrs Barbara Kane-Maguire, widow of Emeritus
Professor Leon Kane-Maguire.

•

The Dark Side of Wollongong: a Historical Tour of Wollongong’s Underbelly
by Zoë Barker and Dr Glenn Mitchell. The book is the first publication of the
new Illawarra History Workshop group founded by Dr Mitchell.

•

From There to Here: Recollections of a Fortunate Life by Harold Hanson
AM. Mr Hanson is currently Chair of the Alumni Honorary Chapter and has
been actively involved in a number of Wollongong business and community
organisations over the years, including a long association with UOW. The
book also includes a section on the University written by former ViceChancellor, Professor Ken McKinnon.

•

Illawarra Agitators: A Centenary History of Thirroul Labor (Party) by Chris
Lacey. The anniversary project was initiated by the late Professor Jim
Hagan, former head of the School of History. Mr Lacey completed the
research and wrote the book after Professor Hagan’s death in 2009.

•

The Spirits of Windy Gully, by first time author Paul Treanor. The book is
a valuable addition to the small range of publications written about the
Mount Kembla Mine Disaster of 1902.

VERSATILE,
SKILLED &
COMMITTED STAFF

Wollongong posters
Local artist and UOW academic, Gregor
Cullen, donated several large screenprint
posters, produced by Gregor during the
1980s and 1990s and related to his work
with the Culla Graffix print workshop and
the former Faculty of Creative Arts. The
posters were incorporated into the July
exhibition Wollongong in Posters: Art on a
Telegraph Pole.

VC Award for Outstanding Service
The Academic Outreach Team was recognised with a Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding Service, in the Professional Services Staff category.
The team was acknowledged for its timeliness, efficiency and personalised service to academic staff, making it easier for them to focus on their core
activities of teaching and research. Outreach Librarians, renowned for their tenacity and persistence, visited over 500 academic staff in 2013 and
secured audiences with high-profile UOW researchers. Researchers have readily expressed their growing confidence in demonstrating and promoting
their own research profile and impact, as a direct result of the team’s activities. Few academic libraries in Australia offer this kind of service, and the
team’s practices and approach have attracted the attention of libraries and deans at other institutions.

University Art Curator, Phillippa Webb,
donated a set of posters related to events
held over the years in the Faculty of
Creative Arts.

More recognition for the Library Cube
In 2012, EDUCAUSE invited Margie Jantti and Brian Cox
(Manager, Quality & Marketing) to submit a case study for
their featured review publications focusing on analytics
in higher education. In January, ‘Discovering the Impact
of Library Use and Student Performance’ was ranked in
the top 10 most read EDUCAUSE Review articles for 2012,
demonstrating global interest in this information.

A significant collection of Wollongong
poster art history was donated to the
Library by local filmmaker, Mary Callaghan
(sister of Redback Graphix artist, Michael
Callaghan). A set of Redback Graphix and
Steel City Pictures posters and ephemera
were included, as well as a scrapbook of
cuttings from the early 1980s, and the
original working script from Greetings from
Wollongong.
Jon Cockburn donated a selection of
thirteen posters by former UOW graduate
and designer-in-residence, Picca Neri. The
posters were produced for a series of film
showings at the British Film Institute in
2009.
18
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In September, Brian Cox and Brad Dixon (Performance
Indicators Unit) were recognised with highly commended
awards at the 2013 ATEM Best Practice Awards for their
development of the Library Cube. A testament to Brian
and Brad’s analytical and technical expertise in making
sense of complex data, they achieved highly commended
status in two categories:
• The Dragon NaturallySpeaking Award for Excellence
in Innovation
Images from top left: Power to the People, Gregor Cullen, Culla Graffix. Late Autumn, Picca Neri. Graduation Exhibition
poster, Univeristy of Wollongong, Faculty of Creative Arts.

• Excellence in Student Administration & Customer Service
19
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Enabling
professional
growth

Transforming structures
To strengthen our ability to respond
to current and future UOW strategic
initiatives, the Library’s Technology
Services, Educational Technology and
Promotions & Marketing teams were
reviewed. The review aimed to:
•

Identify capacity to align and apply
business solution approaches to both
UOW and Library strategic initiatives

•

Enable collaborative approaches to
business solutions that enable and
enhance technological environments

•

Position workforce and business
resources to support curriculum
transformation initiatives in a digital
learning environment

Consistent Commitment to
Sustainability
Clare Job received a Consistent
Commitment to Sustainability: UOW’s
Green Office Program award at the
Environmental & Sustainable Initiatives
Unit’s Environmental Champions awards.
Clare was noted for her continual
encouragement of staff participation in
sustainable practices and initiatives.
Staff secondments
Brian Cox
Peer Learning Manager at PASS
Kirsty Greatz
Research Administrator
Graduate School of Medicine

PEER LEARNING IN THE WORKPLACE
To foster peer-to-peer knowledge, information and skill sharing across the Library, a series of “In the Workplace
Speedi sessions” was launched. Designed in conjunction with external training providers and Professional and
Organisational Development Services at UOW, the program featured Library staff sharing their expertise on
selected topics in interactive, 30-minute sessions. Seven topics were offered throughout the year over 14 timeslots,
with almost 250 attendances recorded.
Staff nominating for the Internal Coaching Network are offered meetings with one of four trained coaches in the
Library, on a short term or ongoing basis. With the emphasis on self-discovery and exploration, coaching supports
staff not only with completing their work, but to thrive and grow as individuals. Over the year, 16 staff used the
coaching network across 56 separate coaching meetings.

Redefining values

OUR VALUES

Our values inform people what drives
our actions, so that our organisation
is shaped by how it defiens itself.
Joshua Kinred joined us as Library Client Services Trainee.
His appointment supports the University’s Indigenous
Employment Strategy and reflects our commitment to
increasing the diversity of our staff profile.

EXCELLENCE

Beginning with a series of workshops
in which small groups contributed
their individual values and agreed
on a set of combined values, all staff
then came together to create
a shortlist and cast their vote.

INTEGRITY

The final values, outlined on page
two of this report, reflect a shared
understanding of what is important
to staff in their work.

•
•
•

Actively listen and respond to the
needs and expectations of our
clients and stakeholders
• Design and deliver outstanding
services noted for their high quality
and relevance
• Take pride in continuously enhancing
our performance
•

Gain the trust and respect of others through ethical, principled and
considered actions; be truthful and honest
Be transparent and responsible for plans, decisions and communications
Advocate on behalf of clients for the best possible access to information

COURAGE
Face issues and opportunities with honesty, energy and a determination to succeed
Encourage and support risk-taking within the parameters of the vision, mission and
goals of the Library and those of the University
• Be prepared to acknowledge and learn from mistakes
•
•

COLLABORATION
•
•

Optimise available skills, knowledge and resources
for mutual benefit and success
Seek out and embrace opportunities to engage
with others to enhance efficiency, effectiveness
and outcomes

TRANSFORMATION

Pamela McLeod (left) is the Library’s newest Professional Cadet.
She joins Emily Herringe, who is due to complete her cadetship in 2015.

Exercise initiative to assess and adjust practices for
relevance and value
Actively seek out and implement creative and
innovative solutions aligned to agreed priorities and
new and emerging standards of excellence
• Respect past achievements and learnings in the
context of being a learning organisation
• Be accepting and embracing of change
•
•

01/2014
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Library staff awards

Conferences attended
Innovative Academic Library Directors Symposium, San Francisco, USA
The 10th Northumbria Conference, York, UK
CAUL Negotiation Workshop
CAUDIT Leadership Institute
PACRIM Service Desk and IT Support
Moodlemoot
Rita Rando Merit Award

Initiative and Innovation Award
Clare Job, Metadata Officer, was acknowledged for her
willingness to review and improve current processes and
apply creative solutions to problems through a range of
formal and informal project activities. Clare frequently
collaborated with colleagues across the Library to increase
efficiencies in record processing for archival collections,
author records in RO, vendor ebook records, ereadings and
the last national copy project. Her continued commitment
to metadata quality was evident in her contributions to the
RO Author Merge project, Equella metadata testing, images
in UOW Archives Online, and the development of guidelines
for implementing the Resource Description and Access
international cataloguing standard.

Jen Lyons, Research Services Impact Coordinator,
was recognised for her diligence and strong focus on
self-development. Jen is committed to delivering high
quality services to both internal and external clients
and rapidly takes on new and complex knowledge to
support her personal objectives. Jen’s flexibility and
willingness to apply new knowledge and skills was evident
in her transition from Medical Librarian to Team Leader
(Learning and Research Services), and to the seconded
role of Research Services Impact Coordinator. Jen rose
to the new and somewhat undefined task of upskilling
in bibliometrics, requiring a great deal of intellectual
capacity, confidence and interpersonal skills. She has
drawn on her expert knowledge to help others to navigate
the metrics space and access the complex tools, as well as
contributing more broadly to Library outcomes. UOW units
outside the Library also value her expertise in delivering
valid and correctly interpreted information.

Library Executive Committee Award
The Client Services Team (Cathy Messer, Louise Hogan,
Yvonne Burling, Chris Beazley, Josh Kinred, Helen
Fletcher, Michael Swire, Shanelle Surridge and Sue Israel)
received recognition for its embodiment of a key principle
of business excellence: engaging people’s enthusiasm,
resourcefulness and participation improves organisational
performance. The team was central in the transformation
from a more traditional model of loan and enquiry service
delivery, to tiered enquiry services. The team exercised
considerable agility in adopting new skills and refining core
processes to connect with clients through a contemporary
service. This included offering and promoting efficiencies
that have released energy and expertise to other valueadding activities.
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CAUL Community Days, QUT Open Access and Research Conference
Libraries Australia Forum & ACOC (Australian Council on Cataloguing) Seminar
AIUG (Australasian Innovative Users Group)
Illawarra Educational Technology Conference
ALIA Information Online
THETA - “The Edge of the World”
IATUL (International Association of Scientific and Technological University Libraries), Capetown, South Africa

Conference presentations
Margie Jantti

One Score On The past, present and future of measurement
at University of Wollongong Library

The 10th Northumbria Conference

Lisa McIntosh & Rebecca Daly

Heresy or innovation?
Transforming culture and service for impact

THETA

Liz Baker & Anne Brown

Creating a resource sharing framework @ UOW

AIUG

Liz Baker & Clare Job

Using Millennium for systematic collection
management and the last national copy project

AIUG

Pam Epe Memorable Moments Award
Samantha Hutchinson, Educational Technology Librarian,
instantly shared her infectious enthusiasm and genuine
cheerfulness upon taking up a position at the Library.
Her capacity to engage others and allow them to share
their individual and team successes is evidenced in her
contributions to all staff meeting videos. Sam was especially
noted for her sense of humour and ability to put others at ease.
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Statistics
2011

2012

2013

Budget

$12,298,400

$12,842,000

$13,658,655

Income

$770,000

$795,000

$648,831

TOTAL

$13,068,400

$13,637,000

$14,307,486

Allocations
Information resources fund

$4,427,080

$4,427,080

$4,739,288

Salaries

$6,707,087

$7,163,173

$7,413,182

Equipment & operational

$1,446,970

$1,248,898

$896,245

TOTAL

$12,581,137

$12,839,151

$13,048,715

FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT
Library visits – Main Library
Library visits – CRC

Information resources fund

2012

2013

1,555,725

1,433,813

1,490,055

60,900

55,317

39,604

Library visits – Shoalhaven

28,146

30,776

33,353

Group study room bookings

21,094

22,303

21,397

Laptop loans

19,481

19,145

15,822

1,291

1,354

1,631

518,873

610,533

549,667

92,255

105,700

89,169#

8,792

11,791

18,456

Seats/study spaces

COLLECTION
Books (print & electronic)
Journal titles

Expenditure

2011

Research Online

$5,217,511

$4,715,891

$5,072,469

Salaries

$6,681,471

$7,101,685

$7,211,370

Equipment & operational

$1,153,062

$1,477,273

$1,501,275

COLLECTION USAGE

$13,052,044

$13,294,849

$13,785,114

Loans – Main Library

251,258

200,051

178,970

Loans – CRC

29,093

24,714

16,223

TOTAL

12,389

11,847

9,497

eReadings downloads

Loans – Shoalhaven

118,365

66,338

56,757

Research Online downloads

872,589

1,948,087

2,663,600

1,767,708

1,558,284

1,169,796

Website visits

RESOURCE SHARING
Items received*

14,810

Items supplied*

8,427

Intercampus supplied

1,423

INFORMATION & RESEARCH SUPPORT
Roving assistance

4,129

4,152

7,086

Ask a Librarian

1,670

1,717

782

General – formerly Information Desk

20,102

21,696

27,737

Advanced – including Book a Librarian

12,575

4,982

785

Shoalhaven

6,449

7,367

5,462

#

Reduction is due to some content suspension plus a change in process regarding what is tracked in Serials Solutions

* Statistics include both mediated and unmediated items
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STAFF
Library Executive

Educational Technology

Jantti, Margie

Director, Library Services

BA(LibInfoSc), MBA

Cairns, Neil

Associate Director, Technology

BA, GDipLib

McIntosh, Lisa

Associate Director, Resources

BA(LibInfoSt)

Ngatai, Lesley

Associate Director, Client Services

BA, MEd, GCertUniLrngTchng, GDipInfoMgmt,
GDipEd, CertIVFinMgmt

Cox, Brian

Manager, Quality & Marketing

BA(Hons)

Dee, Donna

Manager, Workforce Planning & Development

BA(LibInfoSt), DipFinMgmt

Illesca, Karen

Communications & Promotions Coordinator

Herringe, Emily

Library Professional Cadet

BA(MACS), MISLib

Kinred, Joshua

Client Services Trainee

BA(Hist), CertIVLibInfoCultServ

Lombardi, Jo-anne

Manager, Administration

DipFinMgmt

McLeod, Pamela

Library Professional Cadet

BA(Comm), GCertWriting

Administration

CLIENT SERVICES DIVISION

Hill, Allison

Educational Technology Librarian

BALibInfoSc, AssocDipArtsLibPrac

Hutchinson, Samantha

Educational Technology Librarian

BAppSc(LIM), DipLibInfoSt

Newton, Kristy

Educational Technology Librarian

BA(Hons), GDipAppSc(LIM), MAppSc(LIM),
CertIVFineArts

Riggs, Michelle

Educational Technology Librarian

BTech(ForAnalytChem), GDipInfoSt

Learning & Research Services
Brindle-Jones, Cheryl

Learning & Research Services Librarian

BALibInfoSc, AssocDipArtsLibPrac

Dodd, Vicki

Learning & Research Services Librarian

BSc, GDipInfoMgmt

Hardy, Amy

Learning & Research Services Librarian

BALibInfoSc

Meldrum, Annette

Learning & Research Services Librarian

BALibInfoSc, ALTC

Peisley, Beth

Learning & Research Services Librarian

DipTeach, GDipAppSc

Perrin, Cecile

Learning & Research Services Librarian

GDipInfoSt, MSc(EnvBioscHlth),
MEng(BiochemBiosc), PhD(ZoologyMarineSc)

Anderson, Cathy

Team Leader, Shoalhaven Library

BA, DipEd, GDipInfoMgmt

David, Christine

Information Services Officer

AssocDipLibPrac

Kjar, Silla

Librarian

BA, GDipInfoLibSt

Shoalhaven

Cooper, Lynda

Manager, Learning &
Teaching Development

BA(Psyc), GDipLibInfo,
CertIVWorkplaceAssessmentTraining

Lyons, Jen

Research Impact Services Coordinator

BA, GDipInfoMgmt

Carr, Rachel

Outreach Librarian

BAppSc(LIM), DipLibInfoServ

Kettle, Jeanetta

Outreach Librarian

BA, DipEd, GDipInfoSt

Nolan, Debra

Outreach Librarian

BAppSc(LibInfoMgmt), AssocDipInfoSt

Stephens, Bernadette

Outreach Librarian

BA(LibInfoSc), MAppSci(LIM)

Thompson, Melanie

Outreach Librarian

BA, GDipInfoMgmt

Tome, Lucia

Team Leader, Academic Outreach

BA(LibInfoSc), AssocDipLibPrac

Academic Outreach

Client Services
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Beazley, Chris

Client Services Officer

Burling, Yvonne

Client Relationship Officer

Hogan, Louise

Course Material Officer

CertIIILibInfoServ, Cert IVFinMgmt

Israel, Sue

Client Services Officer

CertILibInfoServ

Quirk, Meaghan

Client Services Officer

DipLibInfo

Messer, Cathy

Team Leader, Client Services

CertIVLibInfoServ

Surridge, Shanelle

Client Services Officer

BSc(Psych), DipLibInfoServ,
CertIIIBusAdmin

Swire, Michael

Collection Maintenance Officer

DipLibInfoSc, ALIATec
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RESOURCES division

Scholarly Content

Baker, Liz

Manager, Resources

BSpSc(ExSc), GDipInfoMgmt

Broadhead, Noel

Copyright & Digitisation Officer

BEd, MEd

Daly, Rebecca

Manager, Scholarly Content

BA, BAppSc(LIM), GDipInfoArch, MInfoArch

White, Elizabeth

Special Projects Officer

BA, GDipLib

Archives
Clark, Nadine

Archives Content Officer

BTeach, BEd, MA(InfoSt)

Jones, Susan

Archivist

BA, GDipLibInfoSc

Collection Development
Benny, Kerry

Collection Development Officer

Brbevski, Afrodita

Collection Development Officer

AssocDipLibPrac, AdvCertOfficeAdmin

Dovern, Kirsty

Collection Development Officer

DipLibInfoServ

Drummond, Stephanie

Collection Development Officer

DipLibInfoSc

Ollerenshaw, Sonya

Collection Development Officer

AssocDipLibPrac

Webster, Leanne

Team Leader, Collection
Development

BAppSc(HlthEd), GDipAppSc(LibInfoMgmt)

Wooton, Sandi

Metadata Officer

AssocDipLibPrac

Electronic Services
Pepper, Alison

Electronic Services Librarian

BA(LibInfoSc)(Hons)

Wales, Christine

Collection Access Librarian

BA, AssocDipLibInfoServ, GradDipInfoTech

Bevilacqua, Debbie

Scholarly Content Officer

CertIIILibInfoServ

Chandler, Margaret

Scholarly Content Officer

BA, AssocDipArts(LibPrac)

Duggan, Lara

Scholarly Content Officer

BA

Fletcher, Helen

Scholarly Content Officer

BA(ArchPal), CertLibPrac(Hons), AdvDipArts

Fynmore, Lisa

Scholarly Content Officer

DipLibInfoServ, CertIIILibInfo

Job, Clare

Metadata Officer

DipLibInfoSc

McAlpine, Katrina

Team Leader, Scholarly Content

BA(AncientHist), GDipInfoMgmt,
MA(InfoKnowledgeMgmt)

Oakman, Monika

Scholarly Content Officer

BMath, GDipInfoSt, DipInfoLibSt,
CertIIILibInfoServ,

Ross, Kerry

Scholarly Content Officer

BA(Hons), GDipInfoSt

Shen, Kira

Scholarly Content Officer

BCompSc, DipLibInfoServ, GDipInfoSt

Zingel, Matthew

Scholarly Content Officer

BAppSc(SpAdmin), CertIIIFMgmt

TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
Manning, Michael

Manager, Technology Development

BSc(Hons), MICT, MILS, MSc, GDipComp

Lanyon, Toni

Team Leader, Technology Services

CertIVBusFinMgmt

Lunt, Karen

Systems Librarian

BA(LibInfoSc), MLib

Mar, Irene

Web Development Officer

BA, GDipEd, AssocDipLibPrac

Rice, Anthony

Computer Systems Support Officer

BAppSc(LibInfoMgmt), CertIVITProg

Technology Services

Repository Services
O’Hea, Ann

Repository Officer

BA, GDipInfoMgmtArchAdmin

Organ, Michael

Manager, Repository Services

BSc(Hons), DipArchAdmin

Brown, Anne

Team Leader, Resource Sharing

DipFinMgmt, CertIVLibInfoServ

Carlisle, Fiona

Resource Sharing Officer

MA(Hist)(Hons), DipLib

Colwell, Susanna

Resource Sharing Officer

AssocDipLibPrac

Crichton, Lindi

Resource Sharing Officer

Moreno, Nina

Resource Sharing Officer

Pinkerton, Fran

Resource Sharing Officer

Smith, Melissa

Resource Sharing Officer

BA, GDipInfoMgmt

Werner, Carolyn

Resource Sharing Officer

CertIVLibInfoServ

Resource Sharing
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UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG LIBRARY
Building 16, Northfields Ave, Wollongong
(02) 4221 3545
library.uow.edu.au
facebook.com/UOWLibrary
twitter.com/UOW_Library
youtube.com/libuow
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